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Optimized Signal Expansions for
Sparse Representation

Sven Ole Aase, John Håkon Husøy, Karl Skretting, and Kjersti Engan

Abstract—Traditional signal decompositions such as trans-
forms, filterbanks, and wavelets generate signal expansions using
the analysis–synthesissetting: The expansion coefficients are found
by taking the inner product of the signal with the corresponding
analysis vector. In this paper, we try to free ourselves from the
analysis–synthesis paradigm by concentrating on thesynthesisor
reconstructionpart of the signal expansion. Ignoring the analysis
issue completely, we construct sets of synthesis vectors, which are
denotedwaveform dictionaries, for efficient signal representation.
Within this framework, we present an algorithm for designing
waveform dictionaries that allow sparse representations: The
objective is to approximate a training signal using a small number
of dictionary vectors. Our algorithm optimizes the dictionary
vectors with respect to the average nonlinear approximation
error, i.e., the error resulting when keeping a fixed number of
expansion coefficients but not necessarily thefirst coefficients.
Using signals from a Gaussian, autoregressive process with
correlation factor 0.95, it is demonstrated that for established
signal expansions like the Karhunen–Loéve transform, the lapped
orthogonal transform, and the biorthogonal 7/9 wavelet, it is
possible to improve the approximation capabilities by up to 30%
by fine tuning of the expansion vectors.

I. INTRODUCTION

A signal expansionis simply a weighted sum of vectors.
This weighted sum may be identical to, or an approxima-

tion to, a given signal vector. If the expansion is identical to
, we can write

(1)

where is a (possibly infinite) matrix with as columns,
and is the vector of expansion coefficients. Equation (1) can
be interpreted as asynthesisformula in the sense that is syn-
thesized, or build up, from a library of expansion vectors using
appropriately selected values for the expansion coefficients. For
this reason, is sometimes referred to as awaveform dictio-
nary. If the matrix is invertible, a unique set of coefficients
for the exact representation of any signal vectorcan be ob-
tained as1

(2)
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1For notational convenience, we denote theforward matrix byF and the
inverseor reconstructionmatrix byF .

and this is commonly referred to as theanalysisequation in an
analysis–synthesis setting. Note that in the interest of maximum
generality, we have not specified the dimensions of the matrices
and vectors involved in (1) and (2). Depending on the dimen-
sions, which may extend to infinity, as well as the structure
of the matrix, the analysis–synthesis equations given above
cover many important cases including transforms, filterbanks,
wavelets, and wavelet packets.

The main objective for using the analysis–synthesis frame-
work in signal processing applications is to constructsuch
that the vector of coefficients is more attractive to work with
than . For signal representation purposes, a crucial point is that

should besparse. The sparseness constraint refers to the re-
quirement that must have as few nonzero elements as possible
[1]. In a data compression setup, the sparseness constraint facil-
itates bit-efficient representation of the original vectorsince
only the nonzero elements of have to be quantized and stored
or transmitted.

In the present work, we aim at freeing ourselves from the
traditional analysis–synthesis paradigm in that we concentrate
on thesynthesisor reconstructionpart of the signal expansion.
That is, given the coefficients , the reconstructed signal
vector is given by

(3)

The consequences of ignoring the analysis part of the expansion
can be summarized as follows.

1) There are no restrictions on the choice of waveform dic-
tionary . The invertibility of is no longer an issue, and

may beovercomplete. This means that the number of
columns, or dictionary vectors, may be larger than the di-
mension of . The motivation for allowing overcomplete
dictionaries is simply to increase the choice of possible
expansion vectors in the hope that this allows for better
approximation capability while preserving the sparseness
criterion.

2) Since we no longer assume thatis neither orthogonal
nor invertible, we obviously have to find some other way
of determining the expansion coefficients than what is
done in traditional signal decompositions. We have em-
ployed thefast orthogonal matching pursuit(FOMP) al-
gorithm of [2].

The main issue dealt with in this paper is as follows: Given
a training signal denoted, or , how do we find the wave-
form dictionary such that the best possible signal approxima-
tion results when keeping a small collection of coefficients?In
a practical setting, the training signal would contain different
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signal realizations from the signal source for which we opti-
mize [3]. Note that we do not impose any constraints requiring
the s to be orthogonal; in fact, we also keep open the option
of the set beinglinearly dependent. Our only constraint is
that for all .

The conceptually simplest choice of dictionary matrix is
found when emulating the signal decomposition performed by
a block transform. Denote by the matrix constituting
the block transform. The columns of are often referred to as
the transform vectors. The associated waveform dictionary is
given by

...

...

(4)

Several authors have investigated the use of overcomplete
dictionaries in a sparse selection setup. In most cases, the focus
has been onblock orienteddictionaries, which are often referred
to asframes.A frame is simply a transform where the number of
transform vectors ( ) is larger than the block length (), i.e., an
overcomplete transform. The frame structure is easily emulated
in our setting by allowing in (4) to have dimension ,
where .

There is a relationship between vector quantization (VQ) and
frame-based representation. In the extreme case where onlyone
dictionary vector is chosen to represent a signal vector, we have
a shape-gain VQ system. If the coefficient value is set to one and
we allow the dictionary vectors arbitrary norm, we have a VQ
system. In multistage VQ (MSVQ), the encoding is done in sev-
eral stages, and the reconstructed vector is the sum of the vectors
from the different stages; thus, MSVQ has obvious similarity
with frame-based representation. However, the methods differ
in both design and encoding procedures. Frame-based represen-
tation offers more flexibility in that a variable number of vectors
can be used for representing different signal vectors. A thorough
discussion on this topic can be found in [4].

Goyal and Vetterli have worked with frames or overcomplete
expansions [5]–[7] using different frames. The frames they have
used are chosen rather than optimized. As examples, they pro-
pose vectors on the -dimensional sphere that maximize the
minimum Euclidean norm between the vectors, or corners, of
the hypercube. In most cases, the research has focused on how to
apply the frame in a data compression setup, whereas the ques-
tion of framedesignhas received little attention. Some work in
that area is done by Olshausen and Field [8] and Lewichy and
Sejnowsky [9].

The present paper is a generalization of the block-based
frame optimization algorithm of Enganet al. [3], [10], [11] to
a much wider class of dictionary configurations, facilitating
vectors overlappingad infinitum, as in a filterbank or wavelet
decomposition. Examples are shown in Fig. 1. We show
how to optimize this class of decompositions with respect to
sparseness.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II starts with a dis-
cussion on important choices of internal structure for the dictio-

Fig. 1. Waveform dictionaries corresponding to traditional decompositions.
Starting with the transform dictionary, the dot columns within each square
represent the transform vectors. The frame dictionary is similar, but the
number of frame vectors(K) is larger than the block length(N). In the
filterbank/LOT case, the vectors are twice as long as in the transform case,
thus rendering a 50% overlap between adjacent blocks. A wavelet uses dyadic
frequency partitioning, resulting in different time shifts for expansion vectors
corresponding to different frequency bands. This is seen in the figure where
the (large) vectors corresponding to the low frequency bands have longer shifts
than the vectors corresponding to higher frequency bands.

nary matrix and relates them to well-known signal decompo-
sition techniques. In the following subsections, we present an
iterative algorithm for optimizing the waveform dictionary with
respect to the sparseness criterion using a training signal. A de-
tailed mathematical analysis shows that in each iteration, an im-
proved dictionary can be found by solving a set of linear equa-
tions. Section III presents some results and examples showing
the improved approximation capabilities of the designed wave-
form dictionaries as compared with that of more traditional de-
compositions. Finally, in Section IV, we conclude the paper and
indicate some directions for further research.

II. DESIGN METHODOLOGY

In the following, we focus our attention on signal expansions
that can be seen as generalizations of transforms, frames,
wavelets, wavelet packets, and filterbanks. This is motivated
from the fact that these decompositions have been useful for
compact signal representation and, thus, represent a starting
point in our search for good choices of dictionaries. The idea is,
therefore, topostulate the internal structure of the dictionary
matrix in a manner to mimic traditional signal decompositions
in the hope that interesting signal expansions will result.

Fig. 1 shows four different choices of corresponding to tra-
ditional signal decompositions: transform, frame, wavelet, and
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uniform FIR filter bank/lapped orthogonal transform (LOT). In
each case, three identical blocks of the expansion vectors are
shown. The dots signify nonzero entries of the dictionary ma-
trix.

In Section III-B, these choices of will be used as starting
points for the optimization process. Note that the width of each
sub-block within the dictionary ultimately decides whether the
dictionary is undercomplete, complete, or overcomplete.

Looking again at the waveform dictionaries shown in Fig. 1,
it is clear that the associated coefficient vectorwill contain all
expansion coefficients in the following manner: Using the trans-
form case as an example, for each block of coefficients the or-
dering could be lowpass, bandpass,, bandpass, and highpass.
For the wavelet case shown, the ordering would be one lowpass,
one bandpass, two bandpass, four bandpass, and eight highpass
coefficients for each block. In the derivations to follow, it is
conceptually and notationally convenient to collect expansion
coefficients used for expansion vector number(i.e., channel
number ) into the vector . This corresponds to a simple per-
mutation of the elements of and the columns of , and we
can write

(5)

and the signal expansion can be written as

(6)

where contains the expansion vector corresponding to
channel repeatedad infinitum using a time shift of
samples:

...

...

...
...
...
...

. . .

(7)

Using filterbank terminology, the signal expansion presented
above is equivalent to a synthesis filterbank withchannels,
where channel number has filter length and upsampling
factor . The filter length of each channel is set to any
number satisfying

(8)

which means that the filter length of each channel should be at
least as long as the upsampling factor.

The methodology for designing a dictionary for sparse repre-
sentation is as follows.

1) Choose a structure for by selecting the values for ,
the s, and the s.

2) Optimize with respect to , , and
. The optimization criterion is minimum

reconstruction error given a sparseness constraint on.

The optimization is performed with respect to a given signal
, which in the derivations is assumed to be infinite. That is

the topic of the following subsection.

A. Dictionary Optimization

The iterative algorithm used to optimize a dictionary is in-
spired by the generalized Lloyd algorithm (GLA) used for de-
signing vector quantization (VQ) codebooks [12]. Some of the
details on how this algorithm motivates our own algorithm for
transform vector design is reported in a somewhat different con-
text in [11]. The key issue is that our algorithm, in a way similar
to the GLA, is partitioned into two distinct parts.

1) and are known. Find a sparse coefficient vector.
2) and are known. Find the best possible.
Each iteration of the algorithm involves two parts: In the first

part, we find approximations to the training signal using an ini-
tial dictionary or the dictionary resulting from the previous it-
eration. The second part tries to find a new dictionary in such a
way that when used in conjunction with thealready computed
expansion coefficients, the residuals of the approximation in the
first step is decreased. Denoting the training signal by, the
structure of the algorithm can thus be stated as follows.

1) Begin with an initial dictionary , and fix a value for
thesparseness factordefined as

Number of nonzero coefficients in
Number of samples in

(9)

2) Approximate as

(10)

where the sparseness constraint defined byis satisfied.
Assign counter variable .

3) Given the current coefficient vector, find the optimal
, which is denoted . Normalize dictionary vectors

to unit length.
4) Using the new dictionary, find the new approximation. If

stop-criterion FALSE , go to step 3.
Otherwise, stop.

The main idea in the GLA is to reduce a complex optimization
task into a main loop with two steps, where each step is solved
in an optimal manner. By iteratively solving for the best coeffi-
cient vector, the best dictionary, and so forth, the approximation
distortion is gradually decreased, and the algorithm guarantees
convergence to a local optimum. Suggested stop-criteria can be
maximum number of iterations, almost constant MSE, or com-
plete convergence when that occurs.

In our algorithm, steps 3 and 4 constitute the main loop. As
will be shown in Section II-B, step 3 guarantees reduced or unal-
tered distortion by finding the optimal dictionary for the coeffi-
cients chosen. However, in step 4, the best way of ensuring better
vector approximations and, thus, a reduced overall distortion, is
to perform a complete search of possible vector selections. As
will be explained in Section II-C, this is computationally expen-
sive, and we have to resort to vector selection algorithms. Due to
suboptimal vector selection, it follows that the algorithm given
above is not guaranteed to converge. The convergence proper-
ties are not yet fully understood. Due to the lack of guarantee
for the new frame to be better than the previous, the algorithm
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Fig. 2. Synthesis from channel numberk.

should allow the MSE to grow for several iterations without ter-
minating the training. This can be seen from a training example
in Section III-A.

B. Computing the Optimal Dictionary Update

We now explain how to perform the improvement inconsti-
tuting step 3 of the design algorithm. The objective is to find the

that minimizes the approximation residual while keeping the
already-computed coefficients in the expansion resulting from
step 2 (or 4) of the previous iteration of the algorithm. In the
derivations to follow, the optimal is found by simply differ-
entiating the quadratic approximation error with respect to all
elements of the dictionary vectors. For all cases considered, it
is shown that this leads to a linear system of equations solvable
for .

We start by solving the problem in its full generality using
filter bank terminology. As explained in the introduction of
Section II, (6) and (7) can be viewed as a multichannel synthesis
system, where denote the contribution from channel
number . This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where are the
elements of the vector in (6), which is now interpreted as
a time series.

The contribution from channel numberto the synthesized
signal can be written [13]

mod

(11)
where denotes the largest integer value less than, or equal
to, . The reconstructed signal is

(12)

We define the object function as

(13)

and by setting its gradient to zero a straightforward derivation
leads to

mod

mod

mod
(14)

Here, we have differentiated with respect to ,
, and .

The derivative term in (14) vanishes for all values of, , and
, except when

1) ;
2) mod

in which case, it equals unity. Using the division algorithm due
to Euclid, we may decomposeas

mod (15)

Comparing (15) with the expression in condition number
2 above, the uniqueness of the decomposition enforces

and mod , where is a new
summation variable. Equation (14) now becomes

mod mod

mod

mod (16)

Left Side:We now focus on the left-hand side of (16), where
the goal is to remove the infinite summation over the factor
with the objective of establishing a finite, linear set of equations
in the s. We change the summation variable as

where (17)

where is the least common multiple of the upsampling fac-
tors:

LCM (18)

Using (17), we can write

mod mod

mod

mod mod

mod
(19)

Right Side:Using the fact that

(20)
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the expression on the right-hand side in (16) can be simplified
as (21)

mod

(21)

Putting it All Together:Collecting the results from (19) and
(21), the optimal values must satisfy

mod mod

mod

(22)

for all values , and .
A matrix formulation equivalent to (22) is obtained by setting

mod

(23)

(24)

mod mod (25)

(26)

(27)

giving

...

...
(28)

From this linear set of equations, we can com-
pute the vector constituting the best possible dictionary,
in the mean square error sense, when the coefficients for each

vector approximation are fixed. Since the object function (13)
is bounded downwards, we know that the problem has a min-
imum solution. Since (22) only has one solution when the linear
system has full rank, this must be the unique, global solution.

Notice again the generality of (22) and (28). A vast set of dif-
ferent configurations may be optimized using the formulation
above, including cases where the dictionary is under or over-
complete.

In the following subsections, we study three very important
special cases and their generalizations:

1) Block transforms/frames;
2) uniform filter banks/LOTs
3) wavelet-like expansions.
1) Special Case Number 1: Block Transforms/Frames:If we

set and
, we obtain a block-oriented signal expansion. If

, we have a transform, and if , we have a block-
oriented frame.

Equation (22) can now be written as

(29)
where and .

Defining the matrix as

...
(30)

and the matrices and by their elements as

(31)

(32)

(29) can be written as

(33)

with the solution

(34)

This is equivalent to the result derived in [3] and [11].
2) Special Case Number 2: Uniform Filter Banks/LOTs:If

we set and
, where is a positive integer, we ob-

tain a signal expansion similar to a uniform,-channel, FIR
filterbank where the channels have the same filter length. This
is sometimes referred to as a LOT [14], [15].

Using the division algorithm due to Euclid, we can decom-
pose as

(35)
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where mod , and . Equation (22) then
becomes

(36)

where , , .
Defining the matrix as (37), shown at the bottom

of the page, and the matricesand by their elements as

mod mod

mod

(38)

Equation (36) can be written as

(39)

with the solution

(40)

Note that the matrix is simply introduced in order to pro-
vide a compact formulation for the solution of the optimal dic-
tionary in the uniform FIR filterbank case and does not relate
directly to the internal structure of the dictionary matrix itself.
We would also like to emphasize the possibility of optimizing
configurations where .

3) Special Case Number 3: Wavelets:A discrete-time
wavelet decomposition is constructed by repeatedly using two
filters (lowpass and highpass) on the output of the lowpass filter
in each stage. In this manner, a dyadic frequency partitioning
results [13].

The general framework outlined in Section II-B can easily be
adapted to mimic a general, -stage, wavelet-type expansion
by setting and the upsampling parameters as fol-
lows:

`` Lowpass channel''

`` 1. bandpass channel''

`` 2. bandpass channel''

`` 3. bandpass channel''
...

`` Highpass channel'' (41)

The optimal filters are found by inserting the chosen upsam-
pling parameters and filter lengths into (28) and setting

. A varied set of under or overcomplete wavelet-like signal
expansions can be generated in the same manner. Note that the
resulting expansions are not wavelets but expansions mimicking
thesupport structureof wavelets.

C. Finding a Signal Approximation

As explained in the introduction, by giving up the invertibility
of the dictionary matrix , we have to find some other way of
computing the expansion coefficients of (3). The goal is to use
few coefficients while constructing a good approximation to the
training signal or .

Ideally, when approximating the signal , the available
coefficients should be allocated over the whole signal.To illus-
trate this idea, let us focus on the simple case where the dic-
tionary is a block-oriented signal expansion, where the
matrix is defined as in (30) in Section II-B1. Furthermore, we
assume the training signal to be finite, with length ,
where is a positive integer.

The signal expansion can be written usingrepeated
times, as illustrated in

...
...

...
... (42)

where and denote theth block of the
signal and coefficient vector, respectively.

If the available coefficients are allocated freely among the
-blocks, signal blocks with high energy content can be approx-

imated using more coefficients than blocks having less energy.
This corresponds to the practical situation occurring in straight-
forward transform coding when the vectors to be retained in the
expansion are found by keeping those coefficients above a given
threshold. Clearly, if is small, this scheme would offer little
flexibility for approximating signal regions having varying char-
acteristics.

Given a sparseness factordefined as in (9) and with prac-
tical considerations in mind, the global procedure of selecting

out of vectors is prohibitive when is large, as
will be the case in our experiments. It follows that the proce-
dure of selecting vectors (and correspondingly, expansion coef-
ficients) must be performed in a segment-by-segment manner.

We partition the training signal into equally sized seg-
ments, and, depending on whether the dictionary is block-based
or not, the procedure is performed as follows:

Block-Based Dictionary:Using a segment size equal to ,
each segment of will be independentlyapproximated, as

...
...

(37)
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Fig. 3. Vector selection (VS) is performed segment-by-segment according to
dictionary type: Block-based (left) and overlap (right).

shown in (42), using vectors. The procedure is shown on
the left side of Fig. 3.

Dictionary with Overlapping Vectors:If the dictionary has
overlapping vectors (for example, the uniform filterbank case
in Section II-B2 or the wavelet case in Section II-B3), a perfect
separation of the segment-based expansions is not possible. Due
to overlapping vectors, adjacent expansions will overlap.

A practical way of overcoming the overlap problem is as fol-
lows: The training signal is approximated segment-by-seg-
ment, in a top-down manner, as shown on the right side of Fig. 3.
When the expansion for the current segment has been found,
the associated reconstruction is subtracted from before
starting the procedure on the next segment.

1) Vector Selection Algorithms:For each segment of ,
the task is to find the best possible approximation using a prede-
termined number of dictionary vectors. If we wanted to find the
optimalapproximation to a given segment by selectingout of

dictionary vectors, it would be necessary to investigate

(43)

different choices of vectors. Thus, finding the optimal vectors
to use in an approximation is an NP-hard problem and requires
extensive calculation [16]. It follows that a suboptimal algo-
rithm is preferable in order to limit the computational com-
plexity. There exist several different vector selection schemes
for solving this problem [1], [17]–[19]. In this paper, thefast
orthogonal matching pursuit(FOMP) algorithm of [2] is used,
but we stress that other vector selection schemes also can work
within the dictionary design framework.

III. D ESIGN EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION

The framework presented can be used for optimizing virtually
any choice of expansion configuration. In this section, we focus
on the following established expansions:

• Block transforms.
• frames;
• uniform FIR filterbanks;
• wavelets.

For each case, we will pick a representative expansion and
demonstrate that significant improvements are possible using
the optimization technique presented earlier. The improvement
is measured in terms of increased approximation capability for
a given choice of , which is the sparseness factor. To emulate

a low bit rate situation, the value used foralways belong to
the set , which means that on average
only one expansion coefficient out of four, six, eight, or ten
signal samples is kept.

In all experiments, the signal to be represented is a re-
alization of a Gaussian AR(1) process with correlation factor

and with unit variance. The training signal length
should be large in order to ensure proper generalization. This
means that the optimized signal expansion should give similar
approximation results when used on a new realization of the
AR(1) process. Here, a signal length of 204 800 samples proved
to be sufficient.

A. Improving the Karhunen–Loéve Transform (KLT)

Although widely considered optimal for compact representa-
tion of the chosen Gaussian AR(1) process, it should be empha-
sized that the KLT only guarantees minimum distortion when
used in conjunction withlinear approximations, i.e., when al-
ways retaining thefirst coefficients of a transform block. Opti-
mality is not ensured when the scheme for picking coefficients
is based on importance rather than position [20].

Using the point KLT as a starting point for the op-
timization scheme, the resulting waveform dictionaryis as
shown in the upper left corner of Fig. 1. The goal is now to
modify the basis vectors of the KLT in such a manner that the ap-
proximating power is increased. In this experiment, the sparse-
ness factor is , and in each optimization iteration, the
coefficients are found using vector selection on a segment of size

samples, meaning that 64 out of 256 transform
vectors will be selected. This corresponds to a bit allocation situ-
ation where a pool of bits are distributed among the coefficients
belonging to 16 adjacent transform blocks.

Fig. 4 depicts the obtained training curve showing the ap-
proximation error as a function of the number of training iter-
ations. The distortion in iteration 1 is that obtained using the
KLT. As explained in Section II-A, each iteration involves two
parts: First, find an approximation using vector selection and
then compute the best possible waveform dictionary for that set
of coefficients. For about 30 iterations, the improvement is mo-
notonous, and then there is a slight increase. The increase in the
approximation distortion is a result of the suboptimal vector se-
lection.

The dotted, horizontal line in the plot shows the obtained ap-
proximation distortion when retaining theoptimalset of coeffi-
cients/vectors of the KLT. The orthogonal properties of the KLT
facilitates easy computation of the best coefficients using the
analysis transform. By simply selecting the largest coefficients,
the optimal selection is done. In iteration number 1, where the
KLT is used as initial transform, we observe that the distortion
increase due to suboptimal vector selection is marginal. Further-
more, using the optimized expansion in conjunction with sub-
optimal vector selection the distortion is reduced by about 15%.

When viewing a traditional transform coder as a subband
coder, it is well known that the subband channel responses cover
the whole frequency range in a uniform manner [21]. In Fig. 5,
we have plotted the amplitude responses for the subband inter-
pretation of a transform coder when using the transform vec-
tors designed above. We observe that the channel responses for
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Fig. 4. Training curve using the 16-point KLT as the initial transform and
keeping one out of four expansion coefficients. The input signal is a realization
of an AR(1),� = 0:95Gaussian process. The mean-square approximation error
(MSE) is plotted as a function of the iteration number.

the low-frequency range is very similar to what we would ob-
tain with a DCT or a KLT but that there are no channels in the
very-high-frequency range. Given the high degree of sparseness
we are aiming at here, this is logical. Rather than computing
both high- and low-frequency transform coefficients and then
throwing away the high-frequency coefficients, as is often done
in classical low bit rate transform coders, we end up with a flex-
ible set of transform vectors, corresponding to overlapping fre-
quency ranges and designed for the best possible approximation
of the signal at hand.

We would like to stress that the test of this section is rather
harsh. For example, there are no nonstationarities in the exam-
ples above to be exploited, but still, the KLT is outperformed. In
fact, a similar, or even better performance increase than the one
reported above can be realized on real-life nonstationary signals,
such as images, speech, and electrocardiogram (ECG) signals.
For the case of ECG signals, this was demonstrated in [22].

In a data compression setup, not only the (quantized) coef-
ficients, but also theirposition, would have to be transmitted.
Due to the lowpass characteristic of all the basis vectors of the
optimized transform, we may anticipate a more uniform distri-
bution of positions than in the KLT case. If entropy coding is
used for bit-efficient representation of the position information,
the optimized transform will give a higher bit rate for theposi-
tion information. This is not the case if a fixed bit rate coding
scheme is used. An investigation into these matters is a topic of
future research.

B. Optimizing Other Configurations

The previous section investigated the optimization of a block
transform with the KLT as starting point. The obtained trans-
form was optimized for a sparseness factor of . Using
a different sparseness factor, a different transform would result.

In this section, we focus on approximation capability as a
function of the sparseness factor. In the experiments, we use four
different signal expansions as starting points:

Transform:The point KLT, as in Section III-A.
Frame:We construct a frame by merging the basis
vectors from an point discrete-cosine-transform
(DCT) with an point Haar transform. This frame
was used in [23]–[25] in a data representation setup. The first

Fig. 5. Frequency responses of theN = 16 channels corresponding to a
filterbank interpretation of the optimized transform matrix.

basis vector of these two transforms are identical, and we sub-
stitute one of them with a unit-length random vector.
Wavelet:We constructed a four-stage dyadic decomposition
using the biorthogonal 7/9 wavelet due to Cohenet al.
[26]. Synthesis of reconstructed signals was done using the
nine-tap lowpass filter and the seven-tap highpass filter.
Uniform FIR Filterbank/LOT:A 32-tap LOT with
channels is constructed. This filterbank is optimized for an
AR(1) process using an eigenvalue formulation
[14].
The exact layout of the associated waveform dictionaryfor

each of these configurations is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Using the same AR(1) training signal as in the previous sec-

tion, each of the four configurations described above was op-
timized using the original transform/filterbank coefficients as
starting point for the iterations. Each configuration was opti-
mized for and . As the training curve
was not always monotonic, the resulting decomposition was
picked as the best one resulting from 100 iterations, except for
the frame optimization, where 200 iterations were used due to
slower convergence. The approximation capabilities of the ob-
tained decompositions are plotted in Fig. 6 and compared with
that of the original decompositions. All plots show the resulting
approximation error when using anewrealization of the AR(1)
process. In the cases where the initial decompositions are uni-
tary (KLT and LOT), optimal vector selection is used for the
reference curves by retaining the largest coefficients generated
using the corresponding analysis decomposition.

For all the chosen configurations, the optimized signal expan-
sions outperform their original counterparts to varying degrees.
We observe that the improvement due to optimization increases
with the degree of sparseness. The main reason for this is as
explained in Section III-A. For very sparse representations, the
available expansions vectors should form a flexible set of low-
pass vectors. The basis vectors of the KLT corresponding to the
higher band channels are hardly used whenis small. In ad-
dition, the use of a greedy vector selection algorithm also con-
tributes to this trend because the vector selection will be closer
to optimality when few vectors are selected.

For the three critically sampled configurations, the reduction
in approximation error is roughly 30% when one out of ten vec-
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Fig. 6. Comparing the approximation capabilities of established signal expansions (dotted line) with identical configuration where the expansionvectors have
been optimized (solid line).

tors are selected, whereas in the frame case, the reduction is
about 40%. In addition, we observe that for each sparseness
factor, the optimized frame attains the lowest approximation
error of the four configurations tested.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have demonstrated that the approximating
power of established signal decompositions like the KLT, the
original LOT, and the 7/9 biorthogonal wavelet can be improved
upon if the objective is to find an expansion of the signal with a
given number of terms. This is achieved by giving up the anal-
ysis–synthesis paradigm in favor of a simple synthesis approach,
where signal expansions are constructed using vector selection
algorithms rather than using a corresponding analysis decom-
position.

In addition to optimizing signal expansions where the posi-
tioning of the expansions vectors are set in order to mimic trans-
forms, filterbanks, or wavelets, the presented algorithm can be
used to optimize the approximation capabilities of virtually any
kind of signal expansion, including over or undercomplete ex-
pansions. We feel that overcomplete expansions show promise
for compact representation. This was demonstrated in the exper-
iments where the optimized (overcomplete) frame outperformed
the optimized transform in terms of approximation error. How-
ever, in a complete data compression setup, the improved ap-
proximation capability will have to be paid for by increased side

information giving the positions of the coefficients used. This
issue is a topic for further research.

The optimization algorithm is inspired by the GLA used for
the design of vector quantizers and involves a training set em-
bedding the properties of the class of signals under considera-
tion. Because the vector selection algorithm is not optimal, the
algorithm does not guarantee monotonous decrease of the MSE.
In fact, the convergence properties of our design algorithm are
not fully understood and is the subject of further investigations.
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